Three independent genetic profiles based on mucin expression in early differentiated-type gastric cancers--a new concept of genetic carcinogenesis of early differentiated-type adenocarcinomas.
Recent molecular studies have shown that the genetic profiles of differentiated-type adenocarcinomas of the stomach are associated with distinct cellular mucin phenotypes (gastric- intestinal- and mixed-phenotypes). Therefore, we examined whether these cellular mucin phenotypes reflect specific molecular genetic alterations, and whether the phenotypes can be used to help categorize the intramucosal neoplasias of gastric tumors. We subclassified tumors into four cellular phenotypes using immunohistochemical mucin analysis. In all, 62 early gastric carcinomas (gastric-phenotype, 13; intestinal-phenotype, 17; mixed-phenotype, 31; unclassified-phenotype, 1) were examined using a combination of polymerase chain reaction microsatellite assays and immunohistochemical analysis in order to detect chromosomal allelic losses of multiple cancer-related chromosomal loci (1p, 3p. 4p, 5q, 8p, 9p, 13p, 17p, 18q and 22q), microsatellite instability (MSI), and overexpression of the p53 protein. In addition, we analyzed the relationship between MSI status and hMLH1 promoter hypermethylation, which is thought to be a cause of high MSI status. For gastric phenotype cancers, the frequency of 3p allelic loss was higher than that of other microsatellite markers, whereas 5q allelic loss was frequently found in intestinal phenotype cancers. The genetic profile of mixed phenotype cancers is comprised of two distinct genetic types: LOH and MSI types. In the former, 5q, 3p and 18q allelic losses are seen frequently in intramucosal carcinomas. On the other hand, 17p, 1p and 9p allelic losses are associated with the development of submucosal carcinomas. MSI was observed only in mixed phenotype cancers (six of 31 mixed phenotype cancers). Overexpression of the p53 protein is common in differentiated-type gastric cancers. In addition, the MSI status of the tumor cells was correlated with the extent of hypermethylation of the hMLH1 promoter. We suggest that the cellular mucin phenotypes of the differentiated-type adenocarcinomas result from distinct genetic alterations.